Abstract-Social network theory is becoming more and more significant in social science, and the centrality measure is underlying this burgeoning theory. In perspective of social network, individuals, organizations, companies etc. are like nodes in the network, and centrality is used to measure these nodes' power, activity, communication convenience and so on. Meanwhile, degree centrality, betweenness centrality and closeness centrality are the popular detailed measurements. This paper presents these 3 centrality in-depth, from principle to algorithm, and prospect good in the future use.
FIGURE II. EXAMPLE OF A NETWORK GRAPH

A. Degree Centrality
In a network graph, degree centrality is measured by the total amount of direct links with the other nodes, the fundamental formula Cd is equation (1) [20, 21] . Since as time goes by, the size of the network may vary, to decrease this possible size effect to degree centrality measurement, Wasserman etc. make equation (1) standardized and put forward to equation (2) d C′ [22] .
means the number of links directly connectd with node N, and n means the total number of the nodes in focal network. We take a network graph like FIGURE II. as an example, the number of direct links connected with point A obviously is 2, in other words A 
B. Betweenness Centrality
Betweenness centrality is to measure one node undertaking 'mediation' role in a network. If one node locates in the only way which others nodes have to go through, such as communication, connection, transportation or transaction, then this node should be important and very likely have a high betweenness centrality [17] . Fundamental formula Cb is equation (3) 
C. Closeness Centrality
Closeness centrality, is meant to measure one node to the others nodes' sum distances, if the length of node N's shortest paths with other nodes in the network is small, then node N has a high closeness centrality [23, 24] . It stands for the convenience and ease of connections between the focused node and the other nodes. The fundamental formula Cc is
means the total number of "steps" from node N to the other nodes in the network [17, 18] . After putting closeness centrality on social actors in practice, Beauchamp suggests multiply Cc by (n-1), so that we could get standardized equation c C′ [25] . Still in the sample graph FIGURE II, A stand both next to B and C, so the distance to B and C is the same-1 "step". On the other hand, we can see that A stands 2 "step" away from E and D. So to node A,
Other nodes' results we can get on FIGURE V. 
III. CROSS-OVER STUDY OF 3 CENTRALITY
Degree, betweenness and closeness these 3 centrality measures are derived from the adjacency matrix and so constitute some different algorithm on the same underlying data. Thus the questions like how to distinguish these 3 measures or how to use exactly are easily generated. Although the conceptual differences exist among these 3 main centrality measures, from calculations we can see these measures do not differ that dramatically. Some scholars have tried different centrality measures to seize network centrality, and found betweenness centrality and degree centrality have positive effect on investment [17] . Meanwhile, some studies examined correlations among degree, betweenness and closeness, also examined these relations in circumstances of systematic error, random error, and incomplete statistics [18] . Overall, Freeman recommend that we could use degree centrality to measure activity of transferring and communication, betweenness centrality to calculate mediation or control of interest, and closeness centrality to estimate level of efficiency and convenience [19, 20] . Relatively, degree centrality and betweenness centrality have been used more frequently. Some cross-over studies suggest that in some condition, 3 centrality measures have an interesting associated correlation (TABLE  I. ). 
IV. CONCLUSION
The analyses from attribute data for social actors (individuals, organizations etc.) have been well-known and widely used, such as regression analysis and correlation analysis. Social network, on the contrary, focus more on the social actors' relation data in the network. These relations construct various network structures, positions, clusters and transfer, from which we can better research on phenomena and circumstances, from a general election to transnational financial corporations. Originally, there are three things to form social network at once: phenomena, contexts for theory building and testing and analytical tools [12] . So it's not hard to speculate there is a great researching possibility in it. Top journals like Nature, Science reckon social network a promising future [26, 27, 28] . Indeed there are an optimistic growing amount of research productions in recent years, and we can see its research trends is more and more interdisciplinary.
